Use the Violet Flame for Transmutation
The violet flame is an invisible spiritual energy, the seventh ray of
the Holy Spirit, that appears violet to those who have developed
their spiritual vision.
Saints and adepts of East and West have long used the violet
flame to accelerate their spiritual development, but this oncesecret knowledge was not revealed to the masses until the
twentieth century.
The violet flame revitalizes and invigorates us. The violet flame
changes negative energy into positive energy.
By transforming negative thoughts and feelings, the violet flame
provides a platform for our healing.
The violet flame is a flame of joy as it sweeps through the
consciousness of humanity. Flowing with the great flow of the
Holy Spirit, it frees every particle of energy that it touches.
When the earth is bathed in the violet flame, as after a summer
rain, the elementals splash in puddles and ponds of the violet
elixir which remain. The four lower bodies of a planet and a
people absorb the flow of violet fire as the parched earth and the
grasses dried in the summer sun absorb water.
The violet flame and the violet-flame angels release a momentum
that causes the electrons to spin. It is a momentum of joy! For
joyousness and laughter—the kind of laughter that one has when
one has gotten the victory over the self—bubble in the soul and
bounce through the four lower bodies, sweeping away the debris
of doubt and fear, the depressions of the years and the negative
energies that lurk in the darkened corners of the mind.
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Give the following two violet flame affirmations aloud several
times:
I AM the light of the heart
Shining in the darkness of being
And changing all into the golden treasury Of the mind of Christ.*
I am projecting my love
Out into the world
To erase all errors
And to break down all barriers.
I AM the power of infinite love,
Amplifying itself
Until it is victorious
World without end!
*Your real Self, or higher consciousness. The universal Christ consciousness was
personified in Jesus and other avatars and is present in all of us.

O violet flame! O violet flame! O violet flame!
In the name of God, in the name of God, in the name of God!
O violet flame! O violet flame! O violet flame!
Flood the world! and flood the world! and flood the world!
In the I AM name, in the I AM name, in the I AM name!
Peace and peace and peace be spread throughout the earth!
May the Orient express peace,
May the Occident express peace,
May peace come from the east and go to the west,
Come from the north and go to the south,
And circle the world around!
May the world abide in an aura of God-peace!
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